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About Homewick
In April 2020, the pandemic changed my life. I was made 
redundant and unemployed for the first time since I was 16 
years old. Candles have always been an interest of mine, so I 
wondered if I could turn my passion into a business. I did an 
incredible amount of research trying to figure out how candles 
were made. I discovered most candles bought on the high street 
and at luxury retailers are made from paraffin wax which is 
derived from petroleum, coal or shale oil. In a time when climate 
change is such a major concern, I was surprised that so many 
brands still use paraffin when there are much cleaner, 
sustainable options. 

I began experimenting and found soy wax to have the longest 
burn time and held fragrances well. Beyond just wax, I tested 
many different types of containers, wicks and scents to try to get 
the right combination and recipe. I wanted to offer a unique 
experience to customers to be able to design their own products. 
To keep the quality and ability to customise, I decided to always 
make each product individually to ensure the perfect 
‘scent-sation’!

Homewick products are now found in many homes all around 
the world and I am proud to be building a business, in a 
challenging environment, in an industry that I enjoy. My vision is 
to create an experience that offers sustainable living and 
eco-friendly design, while giving you a way to relax in your 
home.

Thank you again for continuing to support my small business. I 
appreciate your custom and support.

David - Founder



Collections ORIGINAL

PHRASES

ROO & BEAR

Our popular sticker-free 
candles offer luxurious and 

simple design at an 
affordable price without 

reducing quality.

Our quirky phrases make 
the perfect gift. The same 
original candle each with 
a different meaning. 

Handmade by a local 
supplier, these sustainable, 
eco-friendly pots are made 

from Jesmonite which is 
incredibly durable and can be 

repurposed into a plant pot.

Check out our 5 star reviews on 
TrustPilot and follow us on Instagram:

homewick.candles



Original Collection

WHITE
Cotton or wooden wick
6 scents available
Made with 220g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 60 hours
Dimensions:
Height - 90mm
Diameter - 80mm



Original Collection

BLACK
Cotton or wooden wick

6 scents available
Made with 220g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 60 hours

Dimensions:
Height - 90mm

Diameter - 80mm



Every item is packaged in a 
luxury, rigid presentation box. 
Perfect for gifting as well as 
protection whilst on display.



Phrases Collection

WHITE WITH PHRASE
Cotton or wooden wick
6 scents available
Made with 220g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 60 hours
Dimensions:
Height - 90mm
Diameter - 80mm

Phrases Collection

BLACK WITH PHRASE
Cotton or wooden wick

6 scents available
Made with 220g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 60 hours

Dimensions:
Height - 90mm

Diameter - 80mm



"Simply the best 
candles I have 
ever had, they 

smell amazing and 
last for ages!"



Roo & Bear Collection

MARBLE
Cotton or wooden wick
6 scents available
Made with 210g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 50 hours
Dimensions:
Height - 70mm
Diameter - 85mm



Homewick in partnership with

Each pot is completely 
individual and handmade 
to offer a truly unique 
product.

Once the candle has 
been used the pot can be 
repurposed as a plant pot.

Made from Jesmonite 
which is eco-friendly and 
sustainable - free from 
solvents and is non toxic.



Roo & Bear Collection

TERRAZZO
Cotton or wooden wick

6 scents available
Made with 210g of soy wax.
Burn time approx. 50 hours

Dimensions:
Height - 70mm

Diameter - 85mm
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